netPolarity Announces Comprehensive Managed Service
Provider (MSP) Solution
Turnkey Solution Aimed at Supporting All Staffing Management Services
for Small and Mid-Sized Businesses
San Jose, Calif., September 15, 2007—netPolarity, a leader in global workforce procurement
solutions, announced the availability of a comprehensive managed service provider (MSP) solution.
Recognizing that many small to mid-sized corporations don’t have the resources to support a solid
corporate staffing infrastructure, netPolarity has devised a complete solution that encompasses a
custom assessment of needs and web-based enterprise technology to automate the entire staffing
procurement process from initial candidate sourcing to overseeing the workforce engagement and
administration process.
“Leveraging our deep roots as a Silicon Valley startup providing contingent staff to world-renowned
technology companies, we have been able to put our technology background to great use, with this
MSP solution as the latest example,” said Haixia Zhang, CEO of netPolarity. “We want to ensure that
our clients nationwide are able to hire the most talented workers for their needs and can do so with
great speed and cost efficiency, without taking the focus off their core business.”
netPolarity’s MSP solution can be used as either a turnkey solution or as an extension of existing
corporate staffing infrastructure. Built on leading edge technology automation to maximize staffing
process efficiency and enterprise business intelligence, key components of the MSP staffing lifecycle
management include:
•
•
•
•
•

Sourcing of contingent workers and direct hire employees
Managing engagements and administering of benefits to contingent workers
Overseeing payroll and compliance issues for contingent staff
Undertaking pay review and performance management of contingent staff
Managing all staffing vendors and consolidating all billings

About netPolarity
Established in 2000, netPolarity is a full service, global workforce procurement provider, delivering
best-in-class staffing services through efficient business processes and state-of-the-art technology
automation. From its inception as a contingent workforce firm netPolarity has branched out to offer a
comprehensive suite of solutions including pay-rolling, direct hire, and managed services.
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